
Sew New
Latest Shop Updates
We have lots of fun classes
coming up!

Mug Mats Quilt As You Go
Saturday 17 Feb
All Day Class
Make 7 mug mats with sayings.
When you’re finished piecing,
it’s quilted!

Block of Month 2018
Tuesday 20 Feb
All Day Class
A few slots left for this
beautiful 8 month block of the
month!

BQ or BQ4
Saturday 24 Feb
All Day Class
This is a super fast big block
quilt and very beginner
friendly!

Bionic Gear Bag
Wednesday 28 Feb
All Day Class
Make this handy bag for
bringing all your notions to
class in, with the easiest zippers
ever!

Froggie Thread Catcher
Tuesday 13 March
All Day Class
This is the cutest frog hanging
on a lily pad pin-cushion and
catching thread in his big
mouth!

Shellie’s Stash

enjamin Franklin said,
“write something
worth reading, or do
something worth
writing”.  As I write a
newsletter every
month, I’ve thought a

lot about that and tried to make it
worth reading.  I’ve also tried to apply
this to the other things I do- is this
something of worth?  As I have
pondered this I seem to come back
around to quilting, probably because
quilting is what I do most.  So in this
context, it makes me consider how I
quilt.  I tend to think a great deal about
what I am making during every aspect
of the process. I consider the pattern
and I’m picky about which fabrics I
use.  I am pretty hard on myself when
it comes to piecing the quilt and I will
sew and unsew several times over if I
have to.   Several quilts I have made,
I have literally changed the border 2
or 3 times.  And when I say changed I

mean sewn them on and picked them out
to take them off, to sew a different one on.
And I’ll be the first to admit that I live by
the motto: ‘If it’s worth doing, it’s worth
over-doing’.  (Maybe I should change that
to “doing-over”).  But I want the quilts I
make to be worth having and the fabrics
that go into it, worth making a quilt with.
I believe that when you make a quilt you
should do your best effort no matter what
level of quilting you are at.  If you do your
best, then it is a quilt worth having.  And I
have seen amazing quilts from all kinds of
quilters.  I love seeing all the personal
touches that quilters put into their quilts as
they do something to make it their own.
They adapt and change patterns, they add
borders or sashing, some even take the
basic pattern and completely change it up
to something else unexpected, but
beautiful.  A quilt is a piece of art and
shouldn’t be rushed, but instead given the
proper care it deserves.  So it will be a quilt
worth making and a quilt worth having.

– Shellie Blake
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Social Circle

Sniplets
I have a ‘binding jar’.  What’s a
binding jar?  I’m so glad you asked.

When I buy fabric for a quilt, I
always buy a coordinating fabric
for the binding.  Then when I cut
out the quilt, I cut the binding
strips as well.  I do this for a
couple reasons.  Since I tend to get
the quilt tops made faster than I
get them quilted, I want to
remember which fabric I have
intended to use for the binding and
I don’t want to accidentally use
that fabric for something else.   So
I cut the binding strips, fold them,
tie them with Pearle cotton and
label which quilt it is for.  Then I
put the bindings in my big binding
jar.  It is pretty to see all the
different fabrics in there while
they are waiting their turn to be
used and when I get the quilt
quilted, Voilá, I have the perfect
binding on hand for that quilt.

Spotlight Customer Focus

Quilting bees and sewing circles
have always been a way for us to
get creative, share ideas, be
inspired and help one another
while enjoying each others

company.  For generations this tradition has been used to build relationships
between friends and family.  There is lots of talking, laughing, sewing,
quilting, eating and even a few tears.  Because we believe that good times
are meant to be shared and what we’ve learned is meant to be passed on, we
open our classroom to all y’all.  You can come sit and sew with us anytime
we don’t have a class scheduled.  We have the greatest group of sewists that
hang out in our ‘piece-full clubhouse’ and we’d love to have you come join
us too.

Terri Mitchell
erri Mitchell was born
in Dallas, Texas.  She
has one younger sister.
Her family lived in
Dallas til Terri was 15
and they moved to

Rowlett, Texas.  After high school
graduation Terri went to Cosmetology
school.  She worked in that field for a
few years and then changed professions
to accounting.  Terri met her hubby,
Keith in 1985 during a blind date.
Keith wasn’t sure he wanted to go on
the date so he decided to flip a coin.
Little did he know at the time, he won
that coin toss when he went on that
date.  They met at the Texas State Fair
and were married a year later.

They moved to Garland TX where
Keith had grown up and that is where

their first child was born.   They have 2
girls, and in 1998 they moved to Bryant,
Arkansas.  Terri started volunteering at
Center Point Church and 6 months later
started working full time doing their
books and accounting.  Her hubby now
works there with her too.

Terri started sewing 8 years ago by doing
a block of the month.  When a gentleman
from church was diagnosed with cancer,
Terri thought about making a quilt for
him.  Before she started making it she
mentioned it to him and he said he had
always wanted a quilt.  He became the
recipient of the first quilt she gave away.
Since then she has made countless quilts
for people in cancer treatment.  Terri lost
both parents and her sister to cancer so
this is something that is very close to her
heart.  Every year she makes quilts for
an organization called “Reel Retreat”.
It’s a program for men just diagnosed,
in treatment or in remission for cancer.



Terri donates quilts and at the retreat a
drawing is held and someone gets to
go home with one of her quilts.

Both of Terri’s daughters are married
and she has one grandbaby girl.  She
gets the opportunity to take care of her
granddaughter once a week.  Terri
enjoys all things family.  She also loves

to read, work in the yard, do hand work
and needle-work and LOVES old
movies.  It is a privilege and joy to
know Terri and be called her friend.



Story Corner
Rescue From Degahbur

Part 2 of 3
Written by Darren Blake

Dinner had been a delight because
both Dan and Susan had worked
as a team to prepare the repast.
Afterward, as the four individuals
sat back around the dining room
table in the comfortable glow of full
stomachs, it was Roger who
inaugurated the discussion of
Drew’s abduction.  “Drew, I know
most of the details of how you were
taken,” Roger began, “but I don’t
know them from your point of view.
Are you comfortable filling me in,
even though the emotional trauma
might still be a bit fresh?”

Drew took a deep breath and
nodded.  “I think it might be good
for me actually.  Where would you
like me to start?”

“How about your reasons for going
to Ethiopia and take it from there?”

Drew seemed a lot more composed
than he had been at the airport.  He
had clearly taken a shower,
trimmed his beard, and slipped into
some loose, comfortable clothing.
With the strength a good meal
could furnish, he was prepared to
go into some detail.  “I have worked
as a freelance photographer all

over the world.  I have sold photos
from China, the Middle East, South
America, and parts of Africa to
National Geographic and many
other environmentally and culturally
sensitive publications.  My purpose
in traveling to Degahbur in the
Ogaden province of Ethiopia was
to document the human rights
violations and other atrocities going
on as more migrants from Somalia
flooded in.  I went there with two
independent journalists, and we
thought we’d be relatively safe
traveling together.  What I hadn’t
counted on was becoming
separated from them on one of our
expeditions to the town of Shekosh.
A group that looked like a roving
band of hoodlums driving an old
Landcruiser started shooting on the
outskirts of town.  I ran one way, the
journalists ran the other.  The locals
urged my colleagues to leave,
which they did, hoping that those
same locals would provide me a
safe haven.  However, what I took
for hoodlums turned out to be a
militia associated with a Somalian
overlord.  To present an American
to their chief was quite an
accomplishment.  What’s more, to
say he hated Americans would be

a dramatic understatement.  He
made it his mission to make me
suffer in every imaginable way as
his method for repaying America for
all of the perceived wrongs it had
ever committed against his people
or whoever else he felt associated
with in his warped mind.”

Drew glanced over at his parents.
He realized that going into detail
about his treatment and torture
would serve them no good, and he
therefore elected not to explain that
any further.  “Anyway, while I was
being regularly beaten and starved,
my two journalist friends made calls
to American and Ethiopian
government officials to try to secure
my release.  Four months in that
awful situation was almost more
than I could take.  I’ve been in
dangerous and uncomfortable
situations any number of times, but
nothing could compare to this.  I felt
utterly alone.  Abandoned.
Hopeless.  Not knowing if anybody
was looking for me or trying to save
me.  I almost gave up, but I thought
of all the things in life worth living
for and somehow found the
strength to go on.  One day, all of
the Somalis were just gone and



three Ethiopian army personnel
were standing in the open doorway
looking at me.  I figured that was
the day I would die, but instead they
were very gentle in loading me up
into their vehicle and hauling me all
the way to Addis Ababa.  I have to
tell you Roger…as we came into
the city and I realized my ordeal
was finally over, I couldn’t stop
sobbing.  The soldiers probably
figured all Americans are
weaklings, but I didn’t care.  I was
just so happy to be going home.”

After Drew finished his story, the
room was quiet for a few moments
before he spoke up again.  “Roger,
I only have a few details on how you
became involved.  Can you tell me
what induced you to help get me
out?”

Roger Wilkinson smiled a little and
nodded.  “All of the right pieces
came together at just the right time.
Even I have to admit it seems like
a miracle.  Over the last several
years I have been involved in
building water processing plants in
a variety of locations across
sections of Africa, including
Ethiopia.  The idea was to get pure
water to areas where it wasn’t
readily accessible.  So many
people die of Cholera and
Dysentery there, as you probably
know, that to bring them
uncontaminated water saves
thousands of lives every year.
Building these plants has made me

quite wealthy, but that’s only a side
benefit.  I see my wealth as an
opportunity to do even more good
for people, like building yet more
clean water plants.  Anyway, in the
course of my work, I’ve had to
secure the approval of both our own
government and the governments
of many of those foreign lands.  In
other words, I’ve had to develop
very good relations with people who
are in a position to make these
kinds of decisions and give me the
approvals I need.  One such person
is an Undersecretary of State in our
own U.S. State Department.  She
approached me with your story and
asked what I could do to help
secure your release.  Well, of
course, I don’t have relationships
with any Somali dictators, but I do
have communication channels with
the Ethiopian hierarchy.  They want
me to keep doing what I’m doing for
their people, so when I asked for
this ‘small’ favor, the Ethiopian
military was dispatched to see if
you could be tracked down.  Turns
out, it took a little more time than
we had hoped, but eventually they
located your whereabouts back in
Degahbur.  I’m told they moved a
fairly large force into the area and
the Somalis vacated the region so
fast that they didn’t have time to
take you with them.  The Ethiopian
military didn’t have to fire a shot to
get you back, although they were
prepared to move in with maximum
force if they met resistance.”  Roger
looked at Drew and then his

parents.  “I’m just glad I could have
a hand in getting you freed.”

Drew smiled in response.  “Me
too…like you can’t believe.  So how
did you get into your line of
business in the first place?”

Roger looked at the ceiling for a
moment, as if deciding how he
should best answer the question.
Finally, he looked back at Drew, his
mind made up.  “Something
happened to me as a youngster.
Something really dramatic.  I
decided I wanted to be in the
business of helping people as a
way of ‘paying it forward’ you might
say.”

“What happened to you?” Drew
asked, hoping his question didn’t
make him seem insolent.

Roger paused again before
answering, but then determined to
give the whole story.  “Remember
at the airport where you said there
was no way I could understand
what you’d been through?  I think I
might understand you a little better
than the average person.”  With
that, Roger began to tell his own
story that held the family
mesmerized.

Read Part 3 in next month’s
newsletter
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